Panel Members:
- Dr. Richard Beckwith, Tulane University
- Dr. Thomas H. Naylor, Duke University
- Mr. M. James Mansfield, Social Systems, Inc.
- Dr. Michael Uretsky, New York University
- Dr. Nikolai Kolarov, Institute of Social Management, Bulgaria
- Mr. Michael Overstreet, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

Each panelist will deliver a ten to fifteen minute talk, with a period for discussion and questions at the end of all presentations. The titles of the talks are listed below and all relate to the theme of simulation education: what are we doing; what types of training are being offered; what facilities are being used; what techniques are employed; what topics are commonly included; what topics should be included; what is the relationship of the teaching of gaming concepts to simulation; are there differences between academic and commercial training techniques and topics; etc?

The titles of the presentations follow:

1. Dr. Richard Beckwith: "Requisite Skills for the Simulation Expert"

2. Dr. Thomas H. Naylor and Mr. M. James Mansfield: "Training Workshops for Corporate Simulation Modeling"

3. Dr. Michael Uretsky: "Gaming vs. Simulation: A Study in Teaching Contrasts"

4. Dr. Nikolai Kolarov: "Simulation/Gaming: Training Eastern European Managers"

5. Mr. Michael Overstreet: "A Survey Perspective on Simulation Course Content."